Mobile Punch™

E PAY W O R K F O R C E M A N AG E M E N T

Track Your Mobile
Workforce — and
Stop Time Theft
for Good
Tracking a mobile workforce can be incredibly complicated and time theft is always a concern. EPAY’s Mobile
Punch™ gives you the power to track your hourly workforce, while preventing time theft once and for all.
Mobile Punch is a native time-tracking app that gives you real-time visibility into your workforce, and it’s
fast and easy for employees to use. Mobile Punch is a native app that turns smartphones and tablets into
handheld time-tracking devices. It will give you real-time visibility into your workforce, and it’s fast and easy
for employees to use.

Track Where Employees Are When They Punch with GPS
Verification

When workers punch in or out, the system captures their GPS location, ensuring they’re on the
jobsite. Any punch made outside an authorized worksite is immediately flagged for manager review.

Crack Down on Time Theft with Geo-fencing

Geo-fencing lets you use GPS points to define the geographical boundaries of a worksite. When
employees cross a boundary before punching out, they receive a warning message—and if they
keep going, they’re automatically punched out.

Verify Mobile Workers’ Movements with Geo-tracking

Geo-tracking captures the employees GPS location at specified times throughout the day, allowing
you to see whether they’re where you need them to be when they need to be there. This can be an
extremely helpful feature for tracking employees who are constantly on the move.

End Buddy Punching with Facial Recognition Technology

Mobile Punch’s new facial recognition feature matches each person’s unique facial characteristics
for the purposes of ID authentication. Using the smartphone’s camera, this advanced biometric
feature captures their image, quantifies certain features as numerical code, then matches it against
stored templates to verify identity.

Capture Every Punch Every
Time with Offline Punching

				
Use GroupPunch

connection, their punches can still be recorded

have smart phones

Even when employees lose service or their Wi-Fi
and saved for manager approval.

when only managers

Managers can take charge of

Speed Punching with a
QR Scan

If your employees work at multiple sites, it can
take extra time and create errors if employees
choose the wrong site when clocking in. By using
their smartphone’s QR scanner—paired with QR
codes posted at each location—employees can

punching, using our convenient
GroupPunch feature to
streamline the punch in/punch out process for
work crews that share a shift.
Managers can also approve offline punches
from within the app and send direct messages
to employees about upcoming shifts.

punch in quickly and correctly.

Mobile Punch Does Much More than Track Time!
Employees can also use Mobile Punch to:
• Request PTO
• Sign off on time sheets
• Track task completion
• Complete work order allocations
• Track mileage
• Track tips and supplies
• Inform them of job site tasks (with documents)
• Answer a daily “Work Attestation” question
o Mobile Punch promotes safety and helps prevent lawsuits by asking workers if they had a
safe workday each time they punch out.

Fit for Any Phone and Any Workforce

Once enabled by EPAY, Mobile Punch can be downloaded from either the iTunes Store or Google
Play Stores for Apple or Android phones or tablets. Bonus: Mobile Punch is available in English
and Spanish.

Put Mobile Punch to Work for You!
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